
Translation Notes for Kara no Shoujo
NOTE: These notes contain spoilers for the game.

On choosing present tense...
While most of our games here at MangaGamer are translated in past tense, we chose to leave 
Kara no Shoujo in present tense due to its highly interactive nature, making it more a mystery 
game than a traditional visual novel.

On trains...
Unlike most places in the US, people in Europe and Asia rely extensively on public 
transportation. There are currently 882 rail stations in the Tokyo metropolitan area, 282 of which 
are subway stations. While the East Japan Rail Company (JR East) is the largest provider, the 
various commuter lines are still a mix of public and private trains, unlike in, say London, where 
the underground unified in the 1933, and tickets are not always interoperable.

The Shinjuku blue-line district is nearby, so I can't exactly call it a nice area.
This area is now known as “Golden Gai”, an area in Shinjuku near the Hanazono shrine. 
Originally a black market, it became a bar area and then a brothel district until prostitution was 
outlawed in 1958. Now it’s a trendy bar area.

Then again, whether any clients will come all the way to the outskirts of Suginami Ward after 
seeing the sign is another matter entirely.
Tokyo is classed as a regional government, with 23 special wards, 26 sub-cities, and five towns. 
The city itself merged with its prefecture in 1943, and the wards and sub-cities are now 
considered districts. With the extension of transit networks, the distance between areas of the city 
is less than it was in the 1950’s.

Normally I'd take the Seibu Line to Kamishakujii, but today I'm going to make a little detour.
There are now two Seibu lines in Tokyo, the company being a competitor to JR East. 
Kamishakujii is a residential district in Nerima Ward.

I head away from Kinokuniya towards the Japan National Railway's Shinjuku Station. 
Kinokuniya is Japan’s most famous bookstore chain, boasting multiple international branches, 
including locations in Los Angeles and New York. Shinjuku Station is the most used station on 
the Tokyo Subway.

After buying a ticket for the Chuo Line to Kichijoji Station, I pass through the gate and board the 
train.
The JR Chuo Line is the only Tokyo train line which crosses the circular Yamanote Line, making 
it the easiest way to get directly from Shinjuku to Akihabara. Kichijoji is also on the Keio 
Electric Railway’s Inokashira line, and is located in Musashino city. Inokashira Park, featured in 
KnS, is also home to a famous temple.



It’d be easier if we took the Yamate line, and we could write it off as a police expense.
...aka the Yamanote line. During the American occupation, all train signs were required to be ro-
manised, and Yamate was the official romanisation for the line, though people referred to it both 
as the Yamate and Yamanote. In 1971, it officially became the Yamanote line again.

"Too late. I already told Toko about it."
In Japanese, the two Tokos have different kanji spellings for their name, although they’re 
pronounced the same. Because of certain story issues, we chose not to reflect this in the English.

"If it's going to be a while, then... a hot-water shochu will be fine."
Shochu is a Japanese spirit made by fermenting sweet potatoes. Serving it with hot water is 
traditional, and would be called an Oyuwari when ordering at a bar.

"Well, it's certainly not your run-of-the-mill kasutori."
Kasutori is a method of creating Shochu, done with a single distilling of the source sweet 
potatoes. It was often sold on the black market during the war, and was on par with bathtub 
bootleg liquor in the US - in other words, totally nasty and vile in most cases. Kyoko, however, 
has the good stuff.

"Looks like the trains aren't running anymore..."
Like in most cities, the trains stop running at around midnight in Tokyo. People often rush to 
catch them, and those who fail often find themselves sleeping in the station, on park benches, or 
wandering around until transit starts again the next morning.

Yukari indicates the corner of the room, where she's carefully folded and placed my kimono.
Kimono, while often thought of as a feminine garment, also has a male style comprised of five 
pieces and typically come in subdued colours vs. the bright and extensively patterned female 
variants.

Well, there are a number of soaplands near my office, but...
Ah, soaplands. Take a bath, add your choice of pretty girl (costs vary), and hope for a happy 
ending.

After my bath, I sit facing the hibachi in my room.
A hibachi is a stone container, often decorative, which holds burning coal and is used as a room 
heater.

What is a hadaka apron?
Good question! The answer? An apron worn over nothing else. The name comes from the 
Hadaka festival, when men run around wearing nothing but traditional loincloths (and possibly a 
short happi coat) to accompany a chosen fellow whose nudity and purification will ward away 
bad luck and free the town of evil spirits. More details on Wiki.



Takoyaki
Fried octopus dumplings. Nom.

It's a maneki neko.
AKA a lucky kitty. You see these for sale all over Asian businesses and in every Chinatown 
market.

"Is that... Konnyaku?"
The infamous konnyaku, now outlawed in many Western countries, is a gel made from potato 
starch and eggshell based calcium. It’s full of fibre, and generally tastes like whatever you 
flavour it with or cook it in. It also doesn’t dissolve in water, hence a scandal in the early 2000’s 
where a number of countries banned konnyaku gel sweets with fruit chunks (often flavoured like 
lychee) as a choking hazard after a couple of incidents involving small children forgetting to 
chew.

She looks between our faces while holding the konnyaku, which she's prepared in a 
miso-dengaku style.
Dengaku miso is a type of grilling sauce made with miso (fermented soybean paste), and can be 
put on fish, konnyaku, aubergine, tofu, or just about anything you want to cook. 

"Nishizono-san, a first-year student from Matsu class, and Imamura-san from Tsubaki class, 
right?
Rather than using the standard numbering system for classes (e.g. Class 3-2), the academy in 
KnS uses plant names. In this case, Matsu means pine tree and Tsubaki means Camellia.

"Well, they don't just go to the red and blue-line districts; there are the white-line districts for the 
occupying forces as well."
You can probably guess what red and blue-line districts mean from the post above. The white 
line districts reflect the areas around the US military bases during the American occupation of 
Japan.

After leaving the park behind and walking along the Tamagawa Canal for a bit, we come to a 
nice house, built in a traditional Japanese-style.
Tamagawa Canal was a major irrigation route during the Edo era.

After being shown into a tatami room, I sit down on a cushion.  
Tatami rooms are the traditional Japanese rooms you see in samurai and yakuza films with straw 
mats on the floor. Never wear shoes in one.

Guys like Akechi Kogoro and Kindaichi Kosuke don't exist in real life.
These two are famous detectives in Japanese crime fiction. Kogoro Mori in Detective Conan and 
Kindaichi Hajime in Kindaichi Shounen no Jikenbo are named after them.



"Kawabata Yasunari?" "Indeed――it's 'Seaport with a Girl.'"You learn something new every 
day; the only Kawabata work I really know is "Snow Country".
Yup, a real short story author, and winner of the 1968 Nobel Prize for literature. “Snow Country” 
is a novel about a provincial love affair in a region isolated by its mountain location and constant 
snowfall.

Kasutori Magazine.
Literally, Cheap Magazine. The name refers to a genre of magazines of low grade content and 
paper, similar to sci-fi pulps. The content was the epitome of pulp fiction, often including erotic 
and grotesque subject matter.

I read a lot of Edogawa Ranpo and Yokomizo Seishi as well.
A pair Japanese crime novelists.

Akutagawa Ryunosuke's "Hell Screen"
Another Japanese short story author. While widely acclaimed, Akutagawa committed suicide at 
the age of 35. “Hell Screen” is about an artist who is commissioned to paint the Buddhist 
depiction of hell and subsequently tortures his apprentices and assistants as he can only paint 
what he has seen and knows. The artist then asks his patron to burn a lady in a carriage to death 
so he can see the extent of suffering, but the lady ends up being the artist’s own daughter.

"It's Wedgwood bone china... I remember seeing something with a similar handle at Mitsukoshi 
in Shinjuku."
Wedgwood china is made in made in Stoke-on-Trent in England, and has been around since 
1759. The company’s most famous product is its light blue plates with white decor, but also 
offers numerous alternatives. They have since merged with Waterford crystal. Mitsukoshi is a 
massive Japanese department store chain, with international branches including one in London’s 
Regent Street (including a Japanese bookstore in the basement).

Dinner was mizutaki.
Mizutaki is a type of chicken casserole. A recipe for it is given during the ED theme of the first 
Astro Fighter Sunred TV series.

Do you know how much a Suzulight k-car costs? 400,000 yen.
The Suzulight was made by Suzuki Motor Corporation between 1955 and 1969. K-cars are a 
class of lightweight automobile which are subject to lower taxation in Japan. They can instantly 
be identified by their yellow license plates (normal ones are white), and one example, the 
Cappuccino, was used for a race in Initial D Fourth Stage.

"Schisma…? The split in the Christian church?"
The Great Schism (Schisma if you follow the katakana) came about in 1054, leading to the 
separation of the Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches.



"--Mamiya Shinzo, born January 11, 1890 in Tokyo. Started painting from the end of the Taisho 
era; produced numerous works of art."
Like in ancient China, Japanese dates are given in relation to emperors and dynasties. In this 
case, the Taisho era covers a period from July 1912-December 1926. During this era, power 
shifted from the monarchy to the Diet, though dominance would be returned to the monarchy 
during the following Showa era until the end of WWII. KnS takes place during the Showa 
period, which ended in 1989. The current era according to Japanese dates is the Heisei.

Kamaboko and surimi are neatly arranged inside.
Kamaboko is a type of processed whitefish which has been cooked, surimi a more unprocessed 
form of fish paste used to make things like krab.

Soon, it'll be time for the Yoshino cherry trees to flower.
There are multiple provinces named Yoshino in Japan, but we think fans of our games will 
appreciate the linked namedrop here.

I'll have to start by investigating her family register.
Thanks to the postwar chaos, there are still some cases where the new Family Registration Laws 
haven't been applied as planned, so I might not be able to learn everything.
We’re going to just quote Wikipedia here: “Japanese law requires all Japanese households (ie) to 
report births, acknowledgements of paternity, adoptions, disruptions of adoptions, deaths, 
marriages and divorces of Japanese citizens to their local authority, which compiles such records 
encompassing all Japanese citizens within their jurisdiction. Marriages, adoptions and 
acknowledgements of paternity become legally effective only when such events are recorded in 
the register. Births and deaths became legally effective as they happen, but such events must be 
filed by family members.”

"You're going to Gunma? If that's the case, then could you head over to the Ikaho Hotsprings and 
get me some yunohana manju?"
Gunma, besides being where Initial D takes place, is a prefecture in the Kanto region of Honshu 
island. The Ikaho hot springs are real, the waters famous for a high iron concentration. The 
Yunohana manju are made with rice grown in the nutrient rich waters of the area.

Stella Maris
Stella’s name is a title for the Virgin Mary.


